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A
couple of New Year’s Day ramblers enjoying

the peaceful Ridgeway tracks above Upwey

were surprised to hear the clanging of dozens

of metal dustbin-lids and the intermittent shrill of a

referee’s whistle in the chill morning air. Getting closer

to the source, they heard muffled shouts sounding

something like ‘Nurdle Ho!’ and ‘Use the grouting

pole!’, none of which seemed to make much sense. 

What those innocent walkers had stumbled

across was the ancient sport of nurdling in full swing,

and I was in the thick of it – not taking part, you

understand, but in my position, as Albert the Tall

introduced me to the assembly, as ‘the world press’

and, later in the pub, as ‘the war correspondent’. As

the ‘game’ unfolded, it turned out that Albert the Tall

wasn’t far wrong. To follow the players all the way,

you have to be fairly fit and ready for a two to three

mile hike, varying between walking, jogging and

running, depending on the state of play.

Players, Equipment and Officialdom
So what is nurdling? Albert the Tall looked quite

bemused when I used the words ‘eccentric, odd and

strange’ when we were discussing it, but I must say

Nurdle
Ho!

Edward Griffiths, thinly disguised as
‘Conan the Correspondent’,
follows an ancient sport over the
Dorset Ridgeway in the company
of Albert the Tall

Above
Nurdling is a fast
and furious sport 

Right
Albert the Tall,
Sergeant at
Arms



Each player carries a small galvanised dustbin lid,

called a ‘fender’, and a wooden spoon bound

securely to a broomstick, called a ‘grouting pole’.

Each team is provided with a small fist-sized wooden

block called a ‘nurdle’. The match is supervised and

refereed by the Sergeant of the Game, Albert the Tall,

who is more commonly known as Bill Crumbleholme,

the Upwey potter whose workshop is in Upwey’s Old

School Village Hall. In the magnificent Grand Register

of Nurdles, Bill can proudly point to the illuminated

citation which grants him the ‘high honour of Praetor

to the Ancient Guild of Nurdling Yeomen’ (AGONY for

short), signed by Filbert Nutting, the Grand Vizier,

founder and philosopher, also known as Phil Cook.
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some of the players’ names support my view. Three

of the woad-painted ladies gloried under the names

of Lin the Lurid, Fooksette the Furious and Nelly

Nurdle, and other members included Meat Free,

Wozza the Wasted and Ian the Insane of Richmond. I

rest my case!

Right, this is how it works. There are two teams,

called ‘droves’, of anything from six players upwards.

For that January game there were about 15 on each

team – not easy to be sure with everybody charging

around and some taking up spoiling positions in the

opposing team. At times, it was only the woad-

painted faces of Gary Fooks’ Renegade Drove that

distinguished them from the Hardy Hasher’s Drove.

Three of the woad-painted ladies

gloried under the names of Lin the

Lurid, Fooksette the Furious and

Nelly Nurdle...
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Top left
The Renegade
Drove ready for
action

Top right
A Hasher
discussing
tactics

Above
Three Hasher’s
Drove members

Left
Signing in for
New Year’s Day
2011

Right
Fooksette the
Furious and Lin
the Lurid
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Nurdling in Action
If I tell you what happened on the 1 January meeting,

you’ll know what to expect at the next one, which is

on Good Friday. So, with everybody assembled

outside the Old Ship Inn in Upwey, Albert the Tall

appeared with a wheelbarrow full of nurdles, and

spare ‘tools’ for newcomers to the game. To avoid

disturbing any residents who might be recovering

from the previous night’s revelries, the players and

supporters walked relatively quietly out of the village

and up into the hedged and sunken Roman road

bridleway which climbs to the Ridgeway. The

complete route follows this bridleway up to the

Ridgeway, not far from where the headless Vikings

were discovered last year, so battles are nothing new

around here. It then continues to the top of Goulds

Hill, descends towards the Weymouth relief road, and

returns the same way to Upwey. 

After Albert the Tall had inspected everybody’s

equipment, to make sure that dustbin lids, I mean

fenders, were regulation size and didn’t have any

sharp edges, and that grouting poles were all safe and

secure, each drove leader was given either a red or a

white nurdle. On Albert’s whistle, battle commenced,

with the two leaders shouting ‘Nurdle Ho!’ before

hurling the nurdle towards their own teams gathered

further along the bridleway, called the alley.

In general play, if the aim is true, the nurdle stays

within the alley and one of the hurler’s team catches it

in the fender or traps it on the ground under the

fender. Then the catcher picks it up, shouts ‘Nurdle

Ho!‘ and hurls it further along the alley, and so on.

But, if the opposing team’s defenders get to the flying

nurdle first, they deflect it with a fender into the

brambles and hawthorns lining the alley. The

attacking team then have to retrieve the nurdle

without touching it with their hands. The only legal

means of digging the nurdle out of hedges is by

using the grouting pole – and picking a nurdle out of

brambles with a 5ft-long spoon is probably the

Top
Barging is not
allowed

Above
Digging out the
nurdle with the
grouting pole

Getting closer to the source, they
heard muffled shouts sounding

something like ‘Nurdle Ho!’ 
and ‘Use the grouting pole!’
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hardest part. Only when the nurdle arrives back in the

alley can it be picked up and hurled again. 

If a nurdle is lost, the Custodian of Nurdles, Lizzie

the Small (aka Bill’s daughter), supplies a replacement

from the nurdle bag. As our game moved further up

the Roman road, the Sergeant’s whistle was heard

several times, followed by the admonition ‘Late call!’.

If the nurdle is hurled before a clear warning is given,

the effect of wood against bone can be most

unfortunate; hence the most important rule in the

nurdling book. The Sergeant at Arms also blew the

whistle for ‘No carrying the nurdle!’ when someone

picked up the nurdle, which had been deflected over

the other side of the hedge, and started walking back

with it. Rules say that only the grouting pole can be

used to carry the nurdle when off the alley. 

So who won?
The game continued for 1½ miles each way and, if

one team looked like drawing too far ahead of the

other, a statutory maximum space of 50 paces

between the droves was ordained by the referee.

Eventually, the whole crowd arrived in a disordered

melée back into Upwey. I asked Albert the Tall who

had won, he explained “the team that didn’t lose”.

When pressed on the subject, he suggested it was

History of the Game
Albert the Tall, who is writing a book on the history

of the game, says there are references to nurdling

as far back as 1583 in Dorset and 1602 in

Cornwall. However, my determined in-depth

investigation revealed than nurdling could ‘probably’

be an ancient sport which was revived in Upwey in

the distant haze of the early 1970s, largely due to a

few enthusiastic persons, allegedly with a possible

connection to a major Dorset authority. 

See it for yourself
The next planned nurdling event is Good Friday, 24

April, 10.30 for 11am, at the north end of

Puddletown Forest’s Rhododendron Mile (approx

OS grid ref SY746935). And don’t all take your cars

– there is very little parking. For more details about

nurdling at Upwey, visit crumbleholme.plus.com

To see Bill Crumbleholme’s unique modern

pottery, and reproduction pottery using ancient

methods, visit Old School Village Hall, Upwey,

Weymouth, DT3 5QE. On B3159 between

Weymouth and Martinstown, next to Upwey

Wishing Well Café and Water Gardens. Open

10am-6pm every day. Good access with disabled

toilet. Parking in street or church car park. Call

01305 815216 or visit upweypotters.com

“bad form to say you won”. However, it must have

been the Hardy Hashers because their man ‘Meat

Free’ won the man-of-the-match award, a cast-tin

figure holding a dustbin lid. It seems that nurdling

follows much the same principle as that espoused by

one-time England Rugby prop Brian Moore who said:

“It’s not winning that counts. It’s the taking apart.” 

In a similar sporting comparison, Albert the Tall

summed up the attraction of nurdling as ‘the sound

of nurdle on fender’, rather like cricket’s evocative

‘leather on willow’. 

Above
Albert the Tall
and yours truly
discussing
tactics

Below
Hurler closely
attended by two
opposing
defenders

Only the woad-painted faces of

Gary Fooks’ Renegade Drove 

distinguished them from 

the Hardy Hasher’s 

Drove


